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This paper is the result of the call for innovation in virtual tutoring 2016.
Abstract
The use of the videoconference as a resource for academic tutoring is starting to spread as a useful practice.
From a pedagogical point of view this technological innovation involves many uncertainties as regards its
organization, its technology and its pedagogical features. In this paper we study this process in the Degree of
early childhood education at the University of La Laguna in the academic course 2016, where two hundred
students experienced the video tutorials in two subjects. We will prove how students enter university with
previous experiences related to the use of videoconferences in different usage models. In this paper we reflect on
decision making processes carried out in several categories. We conclude with the assessment that students have
made about this experience, highlighting here the specific utility as regards the most effective type of feedback
and the relational environment.
Keywords: Videoconference, academic tutoring, synchronous communication, video-tutoring, university
teaching, technological innovation
1. Introduction
1.1 The use of videoconference as an emerging technology at university
The application of emerging technologies in academic life, as in the case of videoconference applied to tutoring,
offers, from a pedagogical point of view, an excellent opportunity to study how such technologies affect and
contribute to the development of the educational system and how they relate to teaching improvement processes
and their implementation difficulties. (Aguaded, 1996; Ambròs, 2011; Martínez, 2003)
Videoconference is an emerging technology. Actually, we performed personal videoconferences in the late 90s
(Webster, 1998) with less consistent technologies such as Messenger, i-Visit, or Netmeeting with the hardware
limitations of that time. Therefore, its experimentation was very difficult and there were very few users with the
necessary conditions to participate. (Marín & Salinas, 2015; Henderson & Philips, 2015; Castillo-O & Castro,
2013)
The technological explosion in the first decade of the millennium has resulted in conditions which did not
previously exist. Fifteen years later, high-speed networks have become widespread in society, and
videoconference appears as a basic mobile communication system.
Currently we live in a situation where students at the university demand the use of the resources available to
facilitate academic requirements, new forms of collaborative work and new study programmes in terms of
competences, autonomous work and continuous assessment. However, as noted by several authors such as Area
and Guarro (2013) or Barroso and Cabero (2013), the use of videoconference is usual in proposals based on
e-Learning processes and virtual conferences, webinars, and other uses designed for institutional relations and
communication proposals. We live in a time of uncertainty as regards this phenomenon. What does the
videoconference add? will we see its expansion in university tutoring and counselling?, in which context are we
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situated to promote this change?
In fact, the academic times which we share nowadays are characterized by the emphasis on training and skills, a
growth in collaborative ways of working on projects; a function of tutoring and counseling as a key to academic
success; and constant process of innovation and experimentation of innovative models to work in network
communities.
In this context, the use of videoconference is becoming an interesting promise (Barroso & Cabero, 2013).
Therefore, our university tries, in the academic course 2016, to institutionalize an innovation project of formal
tutoring using telematics means, as a formal appeal and support for experimentation.
We are evaluating the videoconference to complement the usual face-to-face tutoring sessions, since it is one of
the tools of communication that allows, among others, a two-way communication process among participants
and also can be performed regardless of where we are. Our insular geography claims alternatives and solutions
for a geographical dissemination, which at certain times of the academic course can be reflected in a lack of class
attendance and none contact with the teacher (long holiday periods, holiday preludes, carnivals, Christmas time
and other holidays).
The aim of this project is to promote and support the pedagogical integration of ICT and in particular tools that
enable online communication with students, as a resource for e-tutoring teaching developed in the Degree of
Early Childhood Education. Its aim is to promote a communication model which favours constructive and
collaborative knowledge processes through the use of spaces and digital tools by both teachers and students. In
this sense, this institutional project aims to promote actions such as the cited below:


Experience, apply and reflect on the use of videoconferencing applied to teaching and tutoring
activity.



Evaluate the impact of these digital resources on improving teaching through opinion questionnaires
of the students involved.



Train students as future teachers in the educational use of these resources.

It is in this context where our study is situated. From a perspective of action research, teachers of Instructional
Technology Basics, assume the objectives of this institutional initiative. It is an opportunity to study the
phenomenon from a pedagogical point of view, sensitive to change processes, to the contexts of innovation and
educational improvement.
1.2 Videoconference in academic tutoring as a problem to study
This is a novelty which can be analysed from different approaches: from processes of change or innovation
(Area & Guarro, 2013); or from an organizational point of view (Martinez 2003); or from the technological
(Henderson & Philips, 2015), or the methodological approach or pure effectiveness of tutoring, and an economic
or legal-based approach.
We discover new pedagogical questions:
 Questions focused on the educational: How is the communication model? How does the context affect
this communication? Does the videoconference allow me to do more and better tutoring sessions?
Will students discuss different issues from those they treated in conventional tutoring? When and
which topics will they discuss? Will they be more effective?
 Questions focused on the innovative power: What degree of duration and continuity will the tutoring
relationship have through the videoconference? Will I achieve a better impact on tutoring? Does it
bring improvements in tutoring relationships?
 Questions focused on technological proposals: What tools do we need? Which technological
requirements are necessary? and which requirements of habituation are essential?
 Organizational questions: How many types of videoconferences are there? How is the best
organizational model? Is it individual or collective?
 Issues related to professional competence: Is it recognized as a professional competence? Does it
provide new communication environments susceptible to teaching and skills?
Therefore, we would like to emphasize the fact that this will be in the future a topic of discussion since central to
this debate is the fact that blended learning methodology involves improvements. Distance learning maximizes
its quality when it assumes face-to-face experiences, when it is combined with face-to-face teaching.
Furthermore, it seems that it does so at the same speed as face-to-face teaching maximizes its quality adopting on
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line processes of formattive responsibiility such as aautonomous orr independent work and the teaching base
ed on
the studentt.
In our studdy we have maade a selection of three of theese priority isssues which we think are the m
most relevant:
 Iddentify and expperiment with different moddels of tutoringg through videooconference.
 Iddentify the technological
t
and educatiional elementts in the exxperience of tutoring thrrough
viideoconference.
 K
Know the studeents’ opinions.
Therefore,, we recognizee there seems tto be a fertile field of researrch and seekinng firstly claritty and simpliciity, it
seems apppropriate to sellect basic quesstions to help uus understand how this fusioon between viideoconference
e and
tutoring w
works and know
w models, elem
ments and assesssment of the m
members.
2. Method
d
We have set a different technique
t
accoording to the obbjective of the study:
We have perforrmed a literaturre review and aan assessment of two differeent groups in orrder to identify
y and
 W
teest the differennt models.
 W
We have carrieed out a qualittative analysiss based on thee participants’ observation, a field diary and
a a
diiscussion grouup in order to iddentify the tecchnological andd pedagogical elements.
 W
We performed a quantitative descriptive annalysis and a heuristic analyssis of the questtionnaire respo
onses
onnce the experieence was overr in order to carrry out the assessment of stuudents.
3. Results
3.1 Differeent models of tutoring
t
by viddeoconference
Videotutorring is a synchhronous comm
munication plaanned for teachhing purposess which takes place by mean
ns of
easily acceessible technollogies.
Videotutorring is made up
u of 4 compponents. The ccomponents thhat make it poossible are (M
Martinez, 2003) the
following ones: the teachhers, the studeents, their functtional relationsship, and the teechnological ccomponents.
del is
Logically, the four compponents have a valuable diveersity. Howeveer, the componnent that deterrmines the mod
the relationnal componentt and, in this seense, we can oobserve 6 possiible relational formats (Figuure1 and Table 1).
We made vvideotutoring experiences using the T1 annd T5 formats.. T5 format was basically ussed since it im
mplies
an interacttive communiccation in small groups.
In this sennse, we can obbserve that stuudents support one another aand their telem
matic skills cann be balanced.. The
small workking group is a basic characcteristic to worrk in teaching and almost alll practical sesssions are organ
nized
in this wayy.
This meanns that, apart from the com
mmon difficultiies of collaborrative work reelated to manaagement of hu
uman
groups, exxpectations, leaadership or cooordination, theere exists the pphysical difficculty of workinng together sin
nce it
imposes coommon workinng hours whichh sometime arre impossible tto fulfill.
We think that videoconnference is exppected to be iincorporated tto the telemattic studying haabits of our future
f
students.

Figure 1. T
Typology of viddeotutoring ass relational struucture
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Table 1. Models of tutoring by videoconference
T1- Type 1: a one-way expository
communication from teacher to student
or from student to teacher
T4- Type 4: a two-way or interactive
communication is performed between
teacher and student

T2- Type 2: a one-way expository
communication is performed from the
teacher to many students
T5- Type 5: a bidirectional expository
communication is performed to many
students

T3- Type 3: a one-way expository
communication is performed from
several teachers to several students
T6- Type 6: A two-way communication
between several teachers and several
students is performed

3.2 Technological, organizational and pedagogical elements of experience
Trying to clarify the different ways of making decisions and those elements which interrelate in the experience of
videotutoring, we think it is useful to specify three dimensions: technological, organizational and pedagogical
dimensions.
Within the technological dimension we can find decisions about software and hardware devices involved. In the
organizational dimension, we find those issues related to space, time and rules regulations, whereas in the
pedagogical dimension we find issues related to education, skills and competencies.
Then, we will observe the relationship among decisions made according to dimensions in each of the subjects.
a) Decisions about technological elements for videotutoring
The first level of decisions is made up by technological decisions, since they provide the channel that makes the
transmission possible. The installation of wireless internet connection throughout the university and the
agreement with Google Enterprise to create an academic account for each student is one of the key factors for
this experience.
The following table describes essential technological elements for the development of videotutoring.
Table 2. Technological elements for the development of videotutoring
Subject Semester 1
Subject Semester 2
Camera, headphone and standard hearing aid for Camera, headphone and standard hearing aid
Videoconference Pack
windows
for windows
Software for videotutoring
institutional accounts associated with gmail
institutional accounts associated with gmail
Institutional wifi installation with 50 meter repeaters
Infrastructure
in all buildings in the faculty. Variable signal
Use of network cable
intensity depending on access point
Students use their own resources and those assigned The teacher installs in a classroom a laptop
Laptop computers
by the library.
computer with cable network
Computer rooms with cable networks are used at
Computer rooms
They are not used
their discretion.

There are other tools used, such as shared whiteboards, map editors concepts or different format files that are
used spontaneously depending on the content of the tutorship.
b) Decisions on organizational elements for videotutoring
Without specific organization of space, time and groups it would be impossible to allow a synchronous
coincidence of activities. In the experience we studied, we made the following decisions (Table 3)
Table 3. Technological elements for the development of videotutoring
Coordination
Time
Space
Group

Subject semester 1
Subject semester 2
Bimonthly, monitoring phase between
Bimonthly, monitoring phase between participating teachers
participating teachers
For one month prior appointment system, 10-20 For a week, according to rigorous prior appointment list, 10
minutes per connection.
minutes per connection.
Conditioned classroom with laptop computer connected by
The students determine the place
cable network and available in a hemicycle, each group
continues in video tutoring.
The same class groups, 3 to 5
The same class groups, 3 to 5.

c) Decision-making on pedagogical elements for videotutoring
This is the richest dimension, from an academic point of view, since it includes aspects that justify and rescue
from videotutoring an experience that would become innovative, beyond a new experience, and able to provide a
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greater impprovement forr the educationnal process.
It is also a dimension which
w
is characcteristic of the teaching relattionship since the teacher pllans the experiience
taking intoo account its educational
e
utility. For this reason, this dim
mension has itts own particullar characterization
for each suubject.
Table 4. Ellements for thee developmentt of videotutorring
S
Subject
semesteer 1
Subjectt semester 2
To perform
m a videoconfereencing tutoring
S
Students have to explain and deffend the results oof a practical wo
ork on
Activitty
with the teacher at times and in places
eearly detection oof learning difficculties
different from the convenntional ones.
To learnn to plan and orrganize group prresentations.
To expeerience apply and reflect on
universiity teaching withh the use of
To express tthe main ideas aand aspects of innterest of the task
k
Aim
videooconferencing (hhangout,
T
To experience diifferent communnicative situationns and the defen
nce of
webcam ...).
thee project
S
Shared online prresentation. Prevvious video whiich shows the ca
ase to
Resourcces
The sttudent’s laptop ccomputer
be evaluatedd, previous repoort of the practicaal lesson already
y
evaluated. U
Use of shared whhiteboard for visual explanation
n
T
The presentationn and defence is a category incluuded in the evalu
uation
rubric of thhis activity. It is evaluated by meeans of 4 levels:
Autonomyy, effectiveness, clarity, order, 1-No
Evaluatiion
punctuaality and particippation in the 22-Weak and disjoointed.
videocoonference will be assessed. 33-It adequately rreflects what was requested. It iss also understood and
ccorrect.
44-It presents excellent added vallues
With enthhusiasm and mottivation, with The different ggroups perform ttheir presentatioons in the classro
oom
jokes annd some anxiety for novelty,
they are usedd to, where practices were perfoormed. They hav
ve
Atmosphhere during a couple
c
of weekss the students pprepared their prresentations, takke notes in their hhands and some
etimes
(Relationns)
look for spaces in the beenches of the
they read. The atmosphere is reelaxed and someetimes the "teach
her"
corridors, taables and carrellls in the libraryseems not to be ppresent for them
m. They speak abbout the teacher using
in ordeer to perform thee practice.
the perrsonal pronoun ““he”, as if he waas not there.
It has beenn necessary to aarrange a very
precise apppointment calenddar for tutoring T
The experience w
with the videocoonference has beeen similar in sty
yle to
Observatiions sessions. The
T number of sttudents is very those videoconfferences perform
med among distaant working groups.
large annd therefore the number of
There are no teechnical difficultties.
videoconnferences is oveerwhelming.

3.3 Assessment of studennts
final decision oof the continuiity and approach to
The evaluaation of the stuudents’ experience is a key factor in the fi
future challlenges and chhanges.
Previous experience in video

11%

Yes
89%

89% of tthe sample sayys that they hhave previouslly
performedd videoconfereences.

No

Figurre 2. Previouslyy performed viideoconferences.

ments were carrried out withh
30% of tthese experim
teachers, virtually thee same amoount as withh
friends. T
The remaininng third of eexperiences is
divided innto family andd classmates.

If performed,
with whom?

Context of use
Family
Friends
Work
Teachers
Stuudy partners
Others

7%
15%
0%
16%
8%
%
0%
0%
%

5% 10%
% 15% 20%

Figure 33. Context of uuse
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If perfoormed: How?

Used toolls
u
tool amoong our studennts is
The mostt widespread used
the hangoout (Gtalk), wiith 64%, follow
wed by Skypee with
20% and 12% messengeer.

12%
20%

GTALK
gout of
(google/hung
gmail)
SKYPE

4%

64%

MESSENGE
ER
(Hotmail cou
unts)

Figgure 4. Used toools
3.4 Assessment of the poositive and neggative heuristiccs
p
a categgorization of thhe positive annd negative heuuristics of studdents’ responses as
In the tablle below we present
regards thee experience inn videotutoringg.
Table 5. Poositive and neggative heuristiccs of students’’
CAT
TEGORY
Utiliity-doubts
Atm
mosphere
C
Comfort
Positive
N
Novelty
Pressentations
CONE
ECTIVITYUNNE
ECESSARY-

DESCRIPTO
ORS
Enquiries, dooubts, questionss, benefit, producctive
Entertaining, enjoyable, goodd treatment, proxximity
Comforrt, timetables, acccess to tutoring
Positive without speciffying attributes
Innnovative, new, different
Presentatiions performed without any preessure and in a qquiet environmennt
T
Total positive heeuristics
Netw
works, technicall difficulties
It is not necessary

COUNTE
ERS
8
5
4
4
3
1
25
3
1

TEACHER TRAINING-

L
Lack of teacher training

1

T
Total negative h
heuristics

5

Among the possitive
It is stresseed that the ratiio of positive sstatements is 5 to 1, as oppossed to negativee statements. A
aspects, w
we have to enhhance its produuctive nature. Students valuue the experiennce to answer questions or solve
s
practical isssues. This positive characteer accumulatess the third part of the statemeents: expressioons such as "do
oubts
are solvedd", "it is usefull," "it clarifies things", etc.).. The "Atmospphere" is citedd in about 20%
% of the time ("it
( is
fun," "we are relaxed") and
a "comfort" also achieves a high score.
There are four statemennts related in general to itts positive vallue, which doo not require anything abou
ut its
characterisstics or qualitaative features (("It is fine", "II feel good", ""it is good"). H
However, otherrs simply high
hlight
their intereest in somethinng they considder new and innnovative.
Among thee negative facttors, we have tto point out the technical diffficulties listedd three times. T
There also exissts an
interestingg proposition related to the laack of real neccessity and lacck of technologgical training oof teachers to carry
out the expperience.
4. Discusssion and concllusions
Almost alll learning expeeriences whichh are developeed through thee application oof new technologies are at risk of
being “dazzzled by the brrightness of suuch technologiical devices”. We remain sppeechless as regards a techno
ology
we do not understand annd we wonder whether it willl be possible ""to naturalize this strange sittuation" in ord
der to
apply it too learning. In this
t experiencee, we think wee have overcom
me that dazzlee we spoke abbout previously
y and
have facedd up to the chaallenge of expeeriencing and reflecting. Acttually, it is possible to naturralize this situa
ation.
It is a meeans of relatioonship that w
will influence interpersonal relationships. Our early chhildhood education
teachers w
work in schoolss equipped wiith cameras whhich let parentts be in contacct with their chhildren during their
working hours. Videoconnferences are, in this sense, iintegrated intoo our lifestyle aand relationshiips.
Taking intto account the objectives wee proposed at tthe beginning of this study- to experience in order to reflect,
to evaluatee the impact onn learning andd qualify studennts in the use oof videoconferrence in their pprofessional fu
uture-,
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we must highlight the complexity of this experience and its richness.
As we have observed, this is a methodological proposal which is accompanied by many related factors which
have an important impact on the validity and effectiveness of this experience. We have proven that the
categorization built is useful to describe and define problems and solutions. Technological, organizational and
educational issues are intertwined in an experience that may seem simple, such as performing a tutoring through
the use of videoconference. However, it is not a simple experience.
It has many aspects which can imply a risk of failure due to the necessary technological skills, the necessary
human coordination, and the necessary pedagogical usefulness and motivation.
We have not only proven that this experience is viable and useful. We have also observed that for the younger
generations it is also "natural". Our students use this means of synchronous audio-visual communication with
relatives and friends. Therefore, the fact of making use of these resources is both a social requirement and a
responsibility for the knowledge of our future teachers.
It is also of crucial importance to enhance the richness provided by this interdisciplinary experience to learning.
The possibilities to share places among teachers and build common experiences have an impact on the
improvement of education, on the improvement of coordination and the students’ perception of their teachers.
For example, when we deal with subjects that are offered in successive terms or semesters, the experience of the
first videoconference will not be a punctual experience since some months later the students will perform again a
videoconference to develop a group presentation.
With reference to the immediate impact on learning, we have proven that the resolution of problems in the
academic context is the first feature emphasized by students as regards the use of videotutoring.
We still have new questions related to its long-term impact because we think it is necessary to perform an annual
study related to the number of times that students have made use of this technology for academic purposes. We
think this is a value that can influence the way in which the students organize to work in groups, what eventually
requires collective discussion in spite of the fact that students have their own agendas which most of the times
are difficult to coordinate. Therefore, new questions are posed to know if students incorporate this technology
into their methods of study, that is to say, if this technology transforms their study habits.
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